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the safe-cracking tool is a headset that allows the thief to hear it when a safe's combination lock is
turned to the correct number. all safes in thief simulator are of a similar model: stout and grey with a

rotary combination lock in the middle of the door. when the player selects the safe, a combination
lock minigame appears: the safe crack tool creates a crack in a safe's lock when the correct

combination is entered. the crack causes the safe to be opened. once cracked, the safe will stay
cracked until the combination is changed or the safe is turned off. surface exfoliation was observed
on single-crystal silicon surface under the action of compressed plasma flow (cpf). this phenomenon

is mainly attributed to the strong transient thermal stress impact induced by cpf. to gain a better
understanding of the mechanism, a micro scale model combined with thermal conduction and linear

elastic fracture mechanics was built to analyze the thermal stress distribution after energy
deposition. after computation with finite element method, j integral parameter was applied as the

criterion for fracture initiation evaluation. it was demonstrated that the formation of surface
exfoliation calls for specific material, crack depth, and cpf parameter. the results are potentially
valuable for plasma/matter interaction understanding and cpf parameter optimization. surface

exfoliation was observed on single-crystal silicon surface under the action of compressed plasma
flow (cpf). this phenomenon is mainly attributed to the strong transient thermal stress impact

induced by cpf. to gain a better understanding of the mechanism, a micro scale model combined
with thermal conduction and linear elastic fracture mechanics was built to analyze the thermal stress

distribution after energy deposition. after computation with finite element method, j integral
parameter was applied as the criterion for fracture initiation evaluation. it was demonstrated that the

formation of surface exfoliation calls for specific material, crack depth, and cpf parameter.
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